An analysis of intracranial epidermoid tumors with malignant transformation: treatment and outcomes.
While typically benign, epidermoid tumors upon rare occasion can undergo malignant transformation, which carries a poor prognosis. Here, we reviewed treatment strategies and analyzed outcomes for every case of malignant epidermoid tumor reported since its original description in 1912. A comprehensive literature review identified all reported cases of malignant transformation of intracranial epidermoid tumor. Treatments were categorized as follows: palliative management, stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS), chemotherapy, and surgery plus multiple (2+) adjuvant therapies. Survival data of these groups were compared to treatment outcomes for patients receiving only surgical resection, as reported in our previous study. We identified 58 cases of intracranial epidermoid tumor with malignant degeneration. Average survival regardless of therapy was 11.8 months. Mean survival outcomes for groups treated with palliative management, chemotherapy, SRS, and multiple postoperative adjuvant therapies were 5.3 months, 25.7 months, 29.2 months, and 36.3 months, respectively. Outcomes for the groups including SRS, chemotherapy, and multiple post-operative adjuvant therapies were statistically significant compared to surgical resection alone. While there remains a lack of consensus regarding the best approach to the management of patients with malignant epidermoid tumors, our systematic analysis characterizes and confirms the added benefit of SRS, chemotherapy, and multimodal adjuvant therapies.